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Latent Factor - Limit alarms and/or an automatic control function that prevent extreme 
tensioner positions are not included in the tensioner system design 

Self-explanatory, no further description is needed. 

 

Potential Barrier - Automatic fail safe instrumented protective barrier system restores 
tensioner functionality and optimizes stroke 

 

This barrier system comprises a completely automatic instrumented protective function to adjust the 
air pressure in the air pressure vessels (APVs) and thus the tensioners’ neutral positions.  The sensing 
sub-function would be instrumented and could perhaps use the existing tensioner position and speed 
measurement system.  The logic sub-function would also be instrumented and could perhaps be 
processed through the existing tensioner PLC.  The actuator sub-function would need to actuate control 
valves to dynamically adjust the air pressure in the APVs.  Such valves and instrumentation are not 
currently in place. 

It is worth noting that although the above three barrier systems are similar, they do appear to offer 
different levels of functional reliability.  While the first fully manual barrier can be effective, manual 
barriers are often more vulnerable to human error particularly in the sensing and logic sub-functions.  
If an operator is not continuously focussed on sensing the specific condition (i.e. the tensioners fully 
retracted), or is not fully knowledgeable in how the entire riser and tensioner system operates, then 
there is a significant likelihood that this barrier will not always work as intended.   

The second barrier of the three improves on the fully manual barrier by adding a sensing alarm to alert 
the operator of the abnormal condition if the operator does not immediately notice this i.e. two sensing 
sub-functions are established.  This second barrier however does not improve on the logic or actuator 
sub-functions which still rely totally on the operator.   

The third barrier appears to offer a significant improvement over the first two because, provided the 
instrumentation is reliable and well maintained, it is less vulnerable to human error. Also, this barrier 
would have to be intentionally defeated in order for the tensioners to be fully retracted as they were in 
this incident.  The riser anti-recoil system (RARS) is an automated system however this is not intended 
to adjust the pressure in the APVs.  It is worth noting that automated systems can introduce new risk 
increasing factors, and therefore a robust change management process must be followed before 
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implementing such an automated tensioner positioning system as a potential opportunity for 
improvement to the existing system. 

None of these three inter-related barriers should be expected to be 100% available, reliable, and 
effective all of the time, which is one reason why the establishment of multiple, independent and 
diverse layers of protection are advised. 

Note: Since the intent here was to retract the tensioners to provide safe clearance between the LMRP 
and BOP an automated system may not have provided a failsafe in this event. 
 

Latent Factor - Limit alarms and/or an automatic control function that prevent extreme 
tensioner positions are not currently included in the tensioner system design 

Automating this system has not been envisioned prior to this incident, and not currently available in 
the industry.  This is included here only for the sake of completeness. 

Again, since the intent here was to retract the tensioners to provide safe clearance between the LMRP 
and BOP an automated system may not have provided a failsafe in this event.  
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Event 3 - The split tension ring was asymmetrically loaded by large dynamic 
forces that forced the ring apart, thus releasing the riser and LMRP to fall to the 
sea bed 

 

Installation of the split tension ring is accomplished by using a tugger and bridle arrangement to pull 
the two halves together at the time of running the slip joint.  The latch hooks are only intended for 
holding the two tension ring segments together until the slip joint has been set inside the ring load 
profile.   

After the riser reversed direction relative to the vessel, the load profile appears to have landed on the 
split tension ring shoulder, resulting in high asymmetric loading.  This caused both of the 30 mm 
shackle pins, used to secure the load ring latch hooks, to shear.  Significant force would have been 
needed to shear the two high tensile strength shackle pins.  The latch hooks subsequently disengaged 
from their slots, allowing the split tension ring to separate into its two halves.  The moon pool video 
clearly shows the two latches being thrown out when the slip joint lands off centre. 

Without any support from the tension ring, the riser then dropped, contacted the inner barrel shoe 
which was then stripped off its threads, and ultimately the riser and LMRP fell to the seabed.  The 
majority of the riser had buoyancy modules attached to the individual lengths of pipe. 

Date / Time 3/5/2016 15:21:37  

Agent - The riser slip joint load profile disengaged from and rose above the split tension ring 
profile by approximately 0.5 m. 

This Agent has been previously described as Event 2, and this description is not repeated here. 

Object - Split tension ring with pinned latch hooks supporting the riser and LMRP 

Please refer to the more comprehensive description of the split tension ring in Appendix F. 

The split tension (load) ring for the Stena IceMax coupled with six in-line tensioners provides support 
to the drilling riser to prevent it from buckling during operations.  The tension ring, as currently 
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designed, is split vertically, forming two semi-circular segments with each segment connected to the 
rod end of three riser tensioners.  This design is common across the industry where N-Line tensioners 
are employed. The load ring is equipped with two latch hooks that are used to temporarily hold the 
load ring together around the outer barrel of the riser slip joint during installation.   

When the tension ring is joined together around the slip joint, a circular groove is formed that 
interfaces with the cylindrically shaped load profile on the slip joint outer barrel.  It should be noted 
that this interface effectively restrains the split tension ring to the slip joint.  Specifically, this interface 
prevents the slip joint from moving downward relative to the split tension ring and also prevents this 
ring from separating from the slip joint due to the horizontal force component from the tensioners.  
However, in the absence of riser string load, the slip joint is free to move upward relative to the tension 
ring.  This is desirable to avoid compression loads being transferred into the tensioners which could 
then result in bent piston rods or internal damage to the cylinders. 

Potential Barrier - Slip joint load profile re-engages with the split tension ring profile to center 
and symmetrically distribute the large dynamic forces 

 

Several possible modifications have been considered that may prevent the ring from coming apart 
when the riser and LMRP are disconnected.  However, it is believed that modifying the ring is merely 
treating a symptom of a larger underlying problem.  The main issue of concern centers on control of the 
riser dynamics when the LMRP is disconnected from the BOP.  Therefore the main focus of the 
solutions should be to prevent the unwanted upward movement of the riser string relative to the 
support ring.  The various barrier systems that would function to prevent such upward movement are 
shown and discussed in the left-most portion of this Tripod incident model.   Nevertheless, 
modifications to the split tension ring may provide some additional assurance that the ring will not 
come apart during an EDS or similar event.  The two design options which appear to have the most 
merit out of the options considered are highlighted below.  
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1.  The load ring could be modified such that the two segments are held together more securely during 
operation.  The latch hook system on this design of load ring is vulnerable to unlatching in the event the 
ring becomes loaded asymmetrically.  Notably the current pin and socket arrangement used only for 
installing the two segments around the slip joint appears to be a relatively robust design.  This design 
could be modified slightly to retain the two segments together after installation to the slip joint.  For 
instance, the pin could be made longer such that a portion of it protrudes past the end of the socket 
after assembly with the slip joint.  Then a yoke or similar device could be installed on the end of the 
protruding pin to trap it in the socket, thereby preventing separation of the two split tension ring 
segments.  This more secure locking arrangement would avoid the two halves sagging if the slip joint 
rises out of the profile and would provide better alignment as it comes back down into the ring.  

2.  In an effort to minimize any asymmetrical loading of the split tension ring from the riser, the 
clearance between the ID of the split tension ring profile and the OD of the riser telescopic joint could 
be reduced.  This modification could be as simple as installing high density polyethylene    (HDPE) 
segments of the desired thickness onto the ID of each tension ring segment.  With the tension ring thus 
centralized, the slip joint load profile could move up and come down more symmetrically on the 
bearing area in the tension ring. 

Latent Factor - The split tension ring is not designed to tolerate relative upward movement of 
the slip joint outer barrel 

Self-explanatory, no further description is needed. 
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Event 4 - Potential damage to the BOP from the LMRP which landed about ~22 m. 
away from the BOP 

 

Please refer to the debris field drawing in Appendix G. 

The debris field where the riser came to rest is consistent with the riser falling randomly in the area 
around the well with no external control other than initially being offset from the BOP by about 22 m. in 
the direction (165 Deg.) that the vessel had moved after unlatching. 

Agent - The split tension ring was asymmetrically loaded by large dynamic forces that forced the 
ring apart, thus releasing the riser and LMRP to fall to the sea bed 

This Agent has been previously described as Event 3, and this description is not repeated here. 

Object - BOP on the sea floor 

Self-explanatory, no further description is needed. 

Potential Barrier - Vessel positioned with adequate offset from the BOP when unlatching 
reduces risk of clashing   

 

To reduce the risk of collision between the LMRP and BOP mandrel immediately after unlatching, the 
vessel could be offset from directly above the BOP by some adequate distance in the direction that the 
vessel will continue to transit to the safe zone.  This however, could also increase the risk of the LMRP 
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not disconnecting therefore such a barrier has not been modelled in the riser analysis and needs careful 
evaluation prior to being established on a well. 

On the previous disconnect, an offset in rig position was applied prior to disconnect; however, in this 
incident no offset was applied.   

Latent Factor - Offsetting the rig during unlatching operations is neither currently required nor 
documented in any procedure 

The investigation team believes that a nominal vessel offset may be beneficial by reducing the time 
duration to create physical separation between the LMRP and the BOP immediately after unlatching.  
This benefit is difficult to model.  There was no clash of the LMRP with the BOP in this incident. 

Effective Barrier - LMRP effectively pulled away from the BOP by the vessel 

Although this barrier was effective in this case, there is a weakness in it because the rig crew do not 
have visual or other positive verification of the LMRP position relative to the BOP after unlatching.  
There was no ROV deployed on the sea bed in this case, and there are no cameras positioned on the 
LMRP to observe the BOP. 

 
 

 
 

 
r 

 
”. 

  

                                                             
7 Level 5 documents are defined by Stena as “Rig Specific Work Methods” that are created at the rig level for a 
specific operation or task for that vessel. 
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Event 5 - Potential harm to personnel from hoses, cables, and equipment that 
parted forcefully as the riser fell 

 

Personnel were in an area with easy access, with a defined escape route, and with a view of the moon 
pool.  Personnel viewing the incident did also move to a safer area when it became evident there was an 
ongoing incident.  There is no belief that a life threatening situation existed in this case; however, for 
the sake of completeness this potential has been included in this analysis. 

There are several potential hazards associated with the falling riser including some fluid lines under 
pressure, energized electrical cables, tensioned mechanical cables, equipment at height, etc.  Some 
examples of these include: two hydraulic lines (at ~5,000 psi), and two Multiplex power and 
communications cables (at ~230 v).  All the equipment that was ripped off was either suspended from 
points within the moon pool or, as in case of the Multiplex cables, came from the side of the moon pool 
over a saddle suspended below the main substructure. 

The risk of harm to personnel was minimal because of the positioning of the personnel away from the 
hazards, and the location of the majority of damaged equipment being above the center of the moon 
pool (i.e. where it fell). 

Agent - The split tension ring was asymmetrically loaded by large dynamic forces that forced the 
ring apart, thus releasing the riser and LMRP to fall to the sea bed 

This Agent has been previously described as Event 3, and this description is not repeated here. 

Object - Four crew members observing the unlatching operation from around the moon pool 

Please refer to Appendix I which shows the locations of relevant personnel at the time of the incident. 

Four individuals were stationed around the moon pool area to monitor the unlatching operation for 
any problems, and part of their observations were intended to see if all the cables were moving as 
expected. 
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Effective Barrier - All personnel cleared from the moon pool area are separated from any 
associated hazards 

Personnel were in an area with easy access/egress, with a defined escape route, and with a clear view 
of the moon pool.  Upon noticing that the tensioner shackles were becoming slack, the Driller on duty 
instructed the two Assistant Drillers to stand clear of the moon pool.  They then moved farther back. 

 
 

 
 

. 
.”   

However it is worth noting that the crew were not using the above procedure at the time.  The 
procedure they were using, L5-DOC-ICE-4504 "Planned LMRP Unlatch (Stena Ice Max, Subsea RSWM)7”, 
does not include such a requirement.  This could be rectified on the next revision of this procedure. 

  

                                                             
7 Level 5 documents are defined by Stena as “Rig Specific Work Methods” that are created at the rig level for a 
specific operation or task for that vessel. 
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Event 6 - Potential release of well bore fluids and contamination of the 
environment 

 

There were no releases of well bore fluids in this incident because of the three effective passive barrier 
systems that were established in preparation for the heavy weather. 

Agent - Potential damage to the BOP from the LMRP which landed about ~22 m. away from the 
BOP 

This Agent has been previously described as Event 4, and this description is not repeated here. 

Object - Drilling fluids and/or potential well bore fluids under pressure (in this or other wells in 
the future) 

Effective Barrier - RTTS packer installed prevents any potential well bore fluids from reaching 
the BOP and entering the environment 

The Retrievable Test-Treat-Squeeze Packer (RTTS Packer) is a Halliburton downhole tool.  The RTTS® 
Packer is a full-opening, hookwall packer used for testing, treating, and squeeze cementing operations.  
Once installed, the RTTS Packer establishes a positive passive barrier in the well. 

In preparation to potentially unlatch the LMRP from the BOP due to harsh weather, an RTTS Packer 
was run and set as planned at 2,618 m., and then pressure tested to 1,000 psi from above with no leaks 
observed or recorded.  

This is the first barrier of a mandatory two-barrier well control design. 

Effective Barrier - Blind shear rams closed within the BOP prevent any potential well bore fluids 
from entering the environment 

Bind shear rams are part of the BOP system.  They are designed to shut in an open hole and to manage 
pressure.  They completely shut off the well and, once installed and closed, establish a positive passive 
barrier in the well.  
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Following the setting of the RTTS packer, two sets of blind shear rams (BSRs) were closed on the BOP.  
Although two blind shear rams were closed, in risk assessments these are counted as only one process 
control barrier that prevents release of any well bore fluids.   

This is the second barrier of a mandatory two-barrier well control design at the Cheshire L-97 well. 

Effective Barrier - Riser displaced to sea water eliminates the potential for environmental 
contamination from drilling fluids 

The riser was displaced to seawater to remove the drilling mud in preparation for potential unlatching 
of the LMRP from the BOP.  This displacement operation was completed at approximately 03:30 hrs. on 
March 5th (the day of the incident). 
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REMEDIAL ACTIONS FOR IMPROVEMENT 
The structure of a Tripod Beta analysis focusses on explaining three main aspects of an incident: 

1. The relevant actual and potential loss of control Events - What happened 
2. The possible Barriers (risk management measures) that could have prevented the above Events 

- How it happened, and 
3. The systemic organizational Latent Factors (weaknesses) that resulted in individuals or groups 

acting in ways that resulted in the identified Barrier systems not functioning correctly when 
needed - Why it happened. 

Each Barrier system and each Latent Factor identified in this report represents an opportunity for the 
relevant organizations involved to reduce the risks within their operations.  The Barriers are what 
actually provide the risk management functions and what create safety in an otherwise hazardous 
environment or activity. 

The effects from the system-level Latent Factors are much broader.  These not only impact the 
effectiveness of the specific Barriers described in this analysis; they also typically tend to affect various 
other aspects of an organization’s business including perhaps environmental, financial, and social 
performance.  Studies have shown that even if an organization does effectively establish the necessary 
Barriers to control a specified Agent or hazard, unless that organization also strengthens the associated 
Latent Factors, these same Barriers are very likely to once again become ineffective over time. 

Therefore, the recommended strategy for developing a sustainable corrective action plan is to address 
each of the Barriers, and each of the Latent Factors identified in this Tripod analysis.  The corrective 
actions that will address the Latent Factors highlighted in this report will probably require more 
organizational effort, and longer duration times to strengthen; however, along this evolutionary path, 
the organizational culture will also be maturing every step of the way.   

It must be clearly understood that each and every Barrier and Latent Factor described in this Tripod 
analysis does not necessarily need to be established to create a safe operation.  A Tripod analysis 
identifies all of the possible risk management measures that may be opportunities for improvement.  
Each organization must determine if the cost, effort, time, etc. (i.e. sacrifice) needed to implement each 
Barrier and strengthen each Latent Factor is reasonably practicable.  In accordance with the principle 
of reducing risk levels to as low as reasonably practicable (ALARP), the establishment of some of the 
identified Barriers, and the strengthening of some Latent Factors, may in fact require resources or 
sacrifices that are grossly disproportionate to the risk benefit that would be gained.  Therefore if this is 
the case, then each should still be addressed by clearly justifying why establishing the Barrier or 
strengthening the Latent Factor is beyond ALARP. 
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The following Remedial Actions are to be addressed to ensure preventative measures are put in place to prevent a similar reoccurrence: 

# Description 
Action 
Party 

Due 

1 

Repair/Test/Recertify all damaged equipment including but not limited to: 
a. Tensioners 
b. Replacement of Load Ring 
c. High Pressure Lines (for hydraulics and Choke/Kill/Booster, etc.) 
d. Load Lifting Points (MUX Reel) 
e. Repair/Replace damaged lines (i.e. MUX reel, Choke/Kill/Booster Coflex) 

Stena Rig 
Manager 

TBD 
 

2 
Test/Approve all replacement Marine Riser & existing Lower Marine Riser Package - “B” (LMRP-B) 
a. - Witness by Shell SME and DnV 

Stena Rig 
Manager 

TBD 

3 

Review & Revise Marine Riser Analysis based on the details of the event to maximize riser report outputs for 
future operations including: 
a. Create “Table of Limits” that will feed into Procedures for Stena 
b. RA to include lowering the neutral point – reduce riser string by 5 feet. 
c. Stena SubSea department to confirm changes based on WGK/Stress Engineering report 

Stena 
Assistant 

Operations 
Manager 

TBD 

4 
Create and recommend Riser Analysis criteria for specific areas of operations (i.e. Harsh Weather, Tropical 
Locations, Current, etc)  
Note: This is a Shell only action to improve on. This method/process will be utilized for future projects. 

Shell 
Process 

Safety Mgr. 

TBD 
 

5 

Stena to conduct a workshop with the following personnel to summarize prominent changes from the Riser 
Analysis in order to provide a clear and concise understanding of the results. 
Note: This includes training on the following systems Tensioner System (Includes RARS, Nitrogen System, 
Tensioner Load Ring, etc)  
a. Shell DSV, Drilling Supt, Well Engineer 
b. Stena Rig Manager, Area Manager 
c. Stena Rig staff - STP, TP, SSE, SSSE 

Stena 
Assistant 

Operations 
Manager 

TBD 

6 
Document all weather meetings (0600 & 1800) onboard the IceMax 
a. Meetings to include discussion of Disconnect criteria based on the “Table of Limits” that has been created 
b. Include determination of difference / clarification of Hs and Heave for trigger point 

Stena 
IceMax 

OIM 
TBD 
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7 
Continue analytical data review of the riser analysis to ensure clear and concise parameters for “trigger 
thresholds” are defined for LMRP disconnect from BOP procedures during harsh weather events. 

Stena 
Assistant 

Operations 
Manager 

TBD 

8 
Stena to communicate Well Specific Guidelines that include all changes to procedures to all affected staff 
which will include certain Shell staff (Drilling Supt, Well Eng, DSV’s) 

Stena Rig 
Manager 

TBD 

9 
Create and distribute Learning From Incidents (LFI) (as within Shell/Stena) with actions based on the 
investigation outcomes 

Shell & 
Stena HSSE 

Dept. 
TBD 

10 

Review and Revise Stena procedures to include and ensure consistency with respect to the following: 
a. Details on transition phase  when unlatching from BOP  
b. Details on Soft Hang-Off 
c. Operation of Riser Anti-Recoil System (RARS) 
d. Specific Checklist for Disconnect procedures (similar to pre-flight list) 
e. Prescribe Offset (.5% - 2%) 
f. Clear definition of requirements – 

i. When to “Air Up” tensioners if needed 
ii. “Never Fully House/Retract/Stroke-In Tensioners” on disconnect 

iii. “For IceMax Operations – Don’t bleed off Nitrogen (N2) backside” 

Stena 
Assistant 

Operations 
Manager 

TBD 

11 

Perform tabletop exercise and planned disconnect when initial latch-up has occurred with ROV deployed to 
monitor /confirm disconnect heights when unlatching under the new procedural settings.  

a. This activity will also confirm the need for minimum offsets and space-out (if needed) 
b. This exercise will test the EDS and RARS activity with the new tensioners that have been installed. 
c. This activity to be conducted on deck and once again subsea 

Stena 
IceMax  

Rig 
Manager 

TBD 
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The following is a list of the Potential Opportunities that are to be considered and if warranted applied to assist in ensuring additional robust 
measures have been put in place to prevent a similar incident 

# Description Action 
Party Due 

1 

Formally assess the practicality (i.e. ALARP assessment) of, and/or design and install an Alarm system to 
alert the STP/Driller of extreme tensioner in/out positions. 
Note: This would be a design change and would require Management of Change and Engineering 
reviews prior to implementation 

Stena TBD 

2 

Formally assess the practicality of (i.e. ALARP assessment), and if reasonably practicable, design and install 
an Automation system to automatically optimize tensioner neutral positions during various operation 
phases.  
Note: This would be a major design change and would require Management of Change and Engineering 
reviews prior to implementation 

Stena TBD 

3 

Formally assess the practicality of (i.e. ALARP assessment), and if reasonably practicable, design and install 
improved Load Ring that will include some or all of the following features: 

a. Taller/larger inner profile guide 
b. Improved retention locks to keep ring together when latched (no slack) 
c. Capturing mechanism to ensure locking of load ring to telescopic joint 

Note – This would be a major design change and requires a Management of Change with reviews from 
Stena Engineering department and if there are any negative effects from this on the Tensioner system 

Stena TBD 

4 

Formally assess the practicality (i.e. ALARP assessment) of designing and installing some type of proximity 
sensor to provide accurate measurement/distance between LMRP and BOP when in disconnecting situations.  
Note – A Management of Change would be required including review from Stena Engineering 
department. 

Stena 
Assistant 

Operations 
Manager 

TBD 

5 
Develop and test a model that helps a STP to reasonably accurately predict the LMRP to BOP clearance under 
varying disconnect scenarios and conditions. 

Stena TBD 

6 Share learnings with industry (NOV, IADC, API, DnV, etc) including but not limited to the development of 
industry wide paper to detail learnings from event. 

Stena/Shell TBD 
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APPENDIX A - LIST OF PERSONS INTERVIEWED 
 
Note that the names of the people who were interviewed are suppressed to respect their privacy. 

People employed in the following roles and positions were interviewed during this investigation. 

 

 Job Title / Role Company 
1 Subsea Engineer II Stena 
2 Driller Stena 
3 Trainee Driller Stena 
4 Senior Subsea Engineer Stena 
5 Senior Toolpusher  Stena 
6 OIM Stena 
7 Assistant Subsea Engineer  Stena 
8 Toolpusher  Stena 
9 Senior Toolpusher Stena 

10 Subsea Project Engineer Stena 
11 Rig Manager Stena 
12 Senior DPO (x 2) Stena 
13 Barge Master Stena 
14 Assistant Driller (x 3) Stena 
15 Lead Drilling visor Shell 
16 Night Drilling visor Shell 
17 Operations Engineering Shell 
18 Drilling Superintendent Shell 
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APPENDIX B - LIST OF DOCUMENTS REVIEWED 
The following is a list of the most significant documents that were reviewed during this investigation. 

 Document Title  Reference No. Company 
1 Adverse Weather Contingency Plan Rev. 4 Shell 
2 Cheshire L-97, EL 2426 Well Status Schematic v.27 (March 2016) Shell 
3 Daily Drilling Operations Reports Various (134) Shell 

4 
Proposed Emergency Drive Off & Safe Work 
Location (Offshore Canada – Cheshire Well) 

24-Aug-2015 Shell 

5 Shelburne Venture Project (Easy Risk Matrix) 07-Oct-2015 Shell 
6 Shelburne Basin Harsh Environment  24-Sept-2015 Shell 
7 Addendum WSOG Stena IceMax (Rev 2) Rev 2 (18/11/15) Shell / Stena 

8 
Well Specific Operating Guidelines (WSOG – 
Cheshire Well) (14/11/15) 

L2-FM-OPS-2937 Stena 

9 
Change of Operational Area Risk Assessment 
(05.02.15) 

L2-FM-LPD-4995 Stena 

10 
Environmental Effects and Operational Limits – 
DrillMax and IceMax Class Vessel 

L2-DOC-OPS-4834 Stena 

11 Subsea Manual L2-FM-OPS-3970 Stena 
12 Planned LMRP Disconnect Sequence Checklist L4-FM-ICE-4505 Stena 
13 Emergency Disconnect Flowcharts L5-DOC-ICE-4443 Stena 
14 Client LMRP Unlatch L5-DOC-ICE-4459 Stena 

15 Planned LMRP Unlatch L5-DOC-ICE-4504 Stena 

16 Riser Analysis Coordination (Table) L5-PM-ICE-4935 Stena 

17 Riser Analysis Coordination L5-DOC-ICE-4936 Stena 

18 Un-Latch & Hard Hang-Off of LMRP & Re-Connect L5-DOC-ICE-5931 Stena 

19 Planned Unlatch Times L5-DOC-ICE-6018 Stena 

20 Subsea Systems Load Rating (Stena IceMax) Rev 1 CSE-14/03/13 Stena 
21 Tensioner Preventative Maintenance Support Doc Tag PM System Stena 
22 Stena IceMax Safety Case  Stena 
23 Safety Data Sheet (Monoethylene Glycol) 21.08.2008 MacDermid  
24 Safety Data Sheet (Erifon HD-603 HP No Dye) 114820 (2015) MacDermid 

25 Weather Reports Various (134) 
Amec Foster 
Wheeler 

26 Riser Analysis – Stena IceMax  
400127-01-DR-
RPT-001  

Wood Group Kenny 

27 Load Ring Schematic SK-170898-10 Cameron 
28 Telescopic Joint Schematic Sk-019394-03 Cameron 

29 
DrillMAX 4 – LoadKing 3.5 Drilling Riser 
(Operation and Maintenance Manual) 

TC9165 Cameron 

30 
Technical Description – N-Line Riser Tensioning 
System (Stena DrillMax 4) 

V6032-Z-SA-001C 
National Oilwell 
Varco 
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APPENDIX C - POST-INCIDENT RISER ANALYSIS STUDIES REPORT 
 
Executive Summary  

Following the riser loss incident on Cheshire well location on the 5th Mar 16, the investigation team 
commissioned additional riser analysis work to be completed to verify the cause of the incident and to 
clarify the maximum operating heave states for the various phases of the operation when disconnecting 
the LMRP to wait on weather. 

Additional riser analysis work was performed through the Stena contracted original riser analysis 
provider Wood Group Kenny, and Shell commissioned Stress Engineering to provide an independent 
set of riser analysis results.  

Revision of the original riser analysis has resolved many of the earlier identified differences between 
the Wood Group Kenny and the Stress Engineering results. A summary table of results is presented for 
the work performed by each company for comparison.  The Investigation team in consultation with the 
Wood Group Kenny, Stress Engineering, Shell and Stena Operations teams combined the two sets of 
results to rectify the differences and recommend an operational “Table of Limits” that is presented at 
the end of this summary.  

Cause of the Incident  

Following a successful disconnect and recoil, the primary reason that the riser was lost was a 
combination of increasing the APV pressure to fully retract the tensioners and resetting the anti-recoil 
system in this position. 

The pressure increase in the APV’s had the effect of completely stroking in the tensioner’s and whilst 
this increased the clearance between the LMRP and the BOP, it reduced the tensioner system tolerance 
to heave. As the vessel heaves the load on the tensioner ring varies, typically max load is slightly after 
the bottom of a vessel heave cycle and the minimum load is slightly after the peak of a vessel heave 
cycle.  

As the load on the tensioner ring increases at the bottom of the heave cycle the tensioner will extend 
when the dynamic load exceeds the set APV pressure. This tensioner extension is however limited as 
the anti-recoil system is active and with the tensioners in the closed position the oil flow in the 
tensioner system is heavily restricted. The maximum tensioner extension in this condition was 0.6m 
and the anti-recoil system limited the velocity the tensioner could stroke in and out.    

Once the anti-recoil system was reset, the anti-recoil valves opened fully allowing the tensioners extend 
further (1.4m) and with a higher velocity under the dynamic riser load. As the anti-recoil system was 
no longer restricting tensioner movement, the now un-damped tensioner closing in combination with 
the vessel heave led to a greater upward acceleration of the riser and a subsequent loss of contact 
between the slip joint and the tension ring as the rig passed over the top of a heave cycle. 

The tensioner system, in this state, survived a 2.6m heave but failed with a 3.8m heave. The 3.8m heave 
resulted in a separation between the slip joint and the tension ring of approx. 0.6m and the resulting 
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